An R-loop-initiated CSB-RAD52-POLD3 pathway suppresses ROS-induced telomeric DNA breaks.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) inflict multiple types of lesions in DNA, threatening genomic integrity. How cells respond to ROS-induced DNA damage at telomeres is still largely unknown. Here, we show that ROS-induced DNA damage at telomeres triggers R-loop accumulation in a TERRA- and TRF2-dependent manner. Both ROS-induced single- and double-strand DNA breaks (SSBs and DSBs) contribute to R-loop induction, promoting the localization of CSB and RAD52 to damaged telomeres. RAD52 is recruited to telomeric R-loops through its interactions with both CSB and DNA:RNA hybrids. Both CSB and RAD52 are required for the efficient repair of ROS-induced telomeric DSBs. The function of RAD52 in telomere repair is dependent on its ability to bind and recruit POLD3, a protein critical for break-induced DNA replication (BIR). Thus, ROS-induced telomeric R-loops promote repair of telomeric DSBs through CSB-RAD52-POLD3-mediated BIR, a previously unknown pathway protecting telomeres from ROS. ROS-induced telomeric SSBs may not only give rise to DSBs indirectly, but also promote DSB repair by inducing R-loops, revealing an unexpected interplay between distinct ROS-induced DNA lesions.